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Abstract
Notions related to repetitive substructures in two-dimensional arrays are introduced and studied
in an attempt to parallel some of the analogous developments already known for strings. In
particular, sequences of \Fibonacci arrays" are dened, capable of exhibiting extremal properties
in terms of certain repetitive subpatterns called \tandems". Two types of tandems are considered.
For one type, it is shown that the number of occurrences in an m  n Fibonacci array attains
the general upper bound of O(m2n log n). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Repetitions and other regularities which may aect strings and higher structures play
a central role in various facets of Computer Science and subtend properties that are
either interesting and deep from the standpoint of combinatorics, or susceptible to
exploitation in tasks of automated inference and data compression, or both.
The study of regularities in strings dates back at least to the beginning of this
Century, and may be classied in part as Computer Science ante litteram. Notable
among these is the notion of a repetition in a string, that is, a nonempty substring of the
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form xx. A repetition xx is a square if x is a primitive string, i.e., if setting x = uk for
some integer k implies that k = 1 and x = u. The square detection problem consists of
identifying all positioned squares in a given string x. A string not containing any square
is said to be square free or repetition free. The square detection problem has been
studied intensively by a number of authors. In particular, sequential algorithms were
proposed by Crochemore [5, 6], Apostolico and Preparata [3], and Main and Lorentz
[12], all taking optimal O(n log n) time over general alphabets. The optimality of these
algorithms follows from the circumstance, proved in [5], that some strings known as
Fibonacci strings contain 
(n log n) dierent squares. Optimal parallel algorithms for
the detection of squares are also available, taking O(log log n) CRCW-PRAM steps [2].
Comparatively less is known for the possible two-dimensional extensions of the no-
tion of a square, although two-dimensional periodicities and related notions have indeed
been brought about by the design of algorithms for fast two-dimensional searches. This
latter problem consists of nding all occurrences of an mm array P called the pattern
in an nn array T called the text. Like with strings, ecient solutions for this problem
rest heavily on dening, classifying and studying the possible periodicities in 2D arrays
and their properties. Such a study was initiated and carried out by Amir and Benson
[1] and Galil and Park [8, 9]. A sequential, alphabet independent O(m2 + n2) searching
strategy is presented in [9]. In parallel, Cole et al. [4] present a CRCW-PRAM algo-
rithm to determine all occurrences of P in T in O(1) time and O(n2) work following
preprocessing of P which takes O(log logm) time and O(m2) work. Additional related
studies are found in [10, 11, 13].
In the present paper, we consider repetitions in 2D arrays in their own merit. We
attempt a classication of these patterns and study upper and lower bounds to their num-
ber of occurrences. In particular, we dene sequences of 2D arrays based on Fibonacci
recurrences, and show that an m  n array of this kind can contain 
(mn logm log n)
distinct repeated structures we call \quartics", which may be taken as a generalization
of a result of M. Crochemore on the number of squares in Fibonacci words. We also
consider other repetitive patterns called \tandems". Two typeds of tandems are consid-
ered. For one type, it is shown that the number of occurrences in an m n Fibonacci
array attains the general upper bound of O(m2n log n).
2. 2D repetitions
By two-dimensional array (or 2D-array, for short) we mean any m n rectangular
array X [0::m − 1; 0::n − 1] with m > 1 rows and n > 1 columns. A point of X is a
pair of integers (i; j) for a row i and a column j. An element of X at the point (i; j)
is denoted by X (i; j). The elements of X are symbols of some alphabet .
Any rectangular subarray of X is a block. A block W = X [0::k; 0::l], 06k < m and
06l < n is a prex of X , while a block W = X [k::m − 1; l::n − 1], 06k < m and
06l < n is a sux of X .
We now introduce some additional notions.
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Fig. 1. The two basic types of tandems.
Denition 1. Array X is primitive if it cannot be partitioned into non-overlapping
replicas of some block W , i.e., if setting
X =
W : : : W
: : : : : : : : :
W : : : W
;
where X has k rows and l columns, implies k = 1, l = 1.
Denition 2. An array
X =
W : : : W W 0
: : : : : : : : : : : :
W : : : W W 0
W 00 : : : W 00 W 000
;
is a two-dimensional (2D) repetition if there are at least two W -blocks along both
dimensions.
This paper concentrates on the two families of repetitive structures that are introduced
next.
Denition 3. Given a 2D array X , a tandem in X is a conguration consisting of two
occurrences of a same primitive block W that touch each other with one side or corner.
Block W is called the root of the tandem. Note that a tandem is not required to
be a 2D array. There are two basic families of tandems, corresponding to the two
congurations depicted in Figs. 1(a) and (b), with their respective 90o rotations.




where block W is primitive.
Array W is called the root of the quartic.
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Quartics may be taken as the elementary representative units of 2D repetitions, in
complete analogy to the relation between the squares and the repetitions in strings,
while the periodical structure of tandems is somewhat more peculiar to two dimensions.
A 2D repetition can be generated by a certain quartic, which is rst positioned at the
top-left corner of the array, and then copied at the right and bottom, with respective
passes equal to the length and height of the root.
Tandems can appear, for instance, in a periodic array (see [1, 8] for this and related
notions). In particular, if an array X is periodic with a (non-horizontal) quad-I period,
then a sequence of adjacent replicas of some block W will occur along the diagonal.
We call such a sequence the 2D diagonal line repetition, to emphasize its linear nature.
By contrast, a horizontal (respectively, vertical) sequence of repeated blocks will be
called the 2D horizontal (resp., 2D vertical) line repetition. The tandems of Type
(a) and (b) can be considered as elementary representative units of 2D horizontal (or
vertical) and 2D diagonal line repetitions, respectively. Every 2D line repetition can
be generated by a certain tandem, by copying it horizontally (vertically) or along the
diagonal of its root. Note also that a 2D horizontal (vertical) line repetition can always
be expressed as a 2D horizontal (vertical) line repetition consisting of primitive blocks,
while the same does not hold for 2D diagonal line repetitions.
3. Bounds on the number of 2D repetitions
It is well known (see, e.g., [5, 3]) that, although there are (n2) ways of choosing
a substring within a string of n symbols, the maximum possible number of positioned
repetitions in such a string is bounded by O(n log n). It is not dicult to derive tight
bounds for the number of 2D repetitions in an array, as we do in this section. It turns
out that in two dimensions the theoretical limit of (n4) is also a tight bound for
tandems of Type (b).
Lemma 1. An n n array can contain (n4) tandems of Type (b).
Proof. The upper bound O(n4) is trivial since this corresponds to the number of ways
in which we can choose a subarray to be the root of a 2D repetition. To establish the
lower bound 
(n4) it suces to exhibit an n n array of the form
X =
a b a b : : : a b
b a b a : : : b a
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
a b a b : : : a b
b a b a : : : b a
:
It is easy to see that at every position of X every conguration of Type (b) with a
rectangular component W of odd length and height comes with W being a primitive
block and thus is a tandem.
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Clearly, for m n array the tight bound for the number of tandems of Type (b) is
(m2n2).
Consider now tandems of Type (a). To obtain the upper bound we use an easy
extension to two dimensions of an argument by Crochemore and Rytter [7], which
states that if a string x has three square prexes of respective periods q1, q2 and q3,
such that q1 < q2 < q3, then q1 + q26q3.
Lemma 2. If AA; BB and CC are three tandems that start at the same position of
some 2D array X; with respective root dimensions p  q1; p  q2 and p  q3 such
that q1 < q2 < q3; then q1 + q26q3.
Proof. It suces to regard CC as a string written over an alphabet consisting of the
p-component vectors that appear in the columns of CC.
Also the property that follows parallels one on strings [7], and may be obtained by
analogous reasoning on the basis of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Let X be an m  n array. The number of the horizontal tandems of
some xed height which start at a xed point of X cannot exceed log n; where
 = (1 +
p
5)=2 is the golden ratio.
Lemma 4. An n n array can contain (n3 log n) 2D tandems of Type (a).
Proof. The upper bound follows from Lemma 3. The lower bound follows from the
following example.
Recall that the sequence of Fibonacci words over the alphabet fa; bg is dened by:
fa;b0 = b, f
a;b













Let qn be the length of fa;bn and f
c;d




distinct type-a tandems. In fact, consider an arbitrary row ri of X with 16i6qn. We
know from [5] that ri contains 
(qn log qn) distinct positioned squares ww, with w a
primitive word. Each such square is identied by its starting position and the length
of its root. Let us choose an arbitrary square uu in ri beginning at some position j of
ri. Then all blocks of X which begin at position (i; j) and which have length juj and
odd height, will be primitive, i.e., they will expose roots of squares. As i runs from 1
to qn and uu runs over all squares in row ri, we obtain the claimed result.
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For m  n array the tight bound on the number of tandems of Type (b) is clearly
(m2n log n).
The following lemma provides an upper bound for the number of quartics in an
array.
Lemma 5. The number of quartics in an mn array cannot exceed mn log m log n.
Proof. Let (i; j) be an arbitrary point of X . From Lemma 3 we have that at most
log n quartics of xed height can start at (i; j). Analogously, less than log m quartics
of xed length can start at (i; j), and thus less than logm log n distinct quartics
can start at the point (i; j). Then the total number of quartics in X is bounded by
mn log m log n.
In the next section, we will introduce a class of arrays which actually attain the
bound of Lemma 5.
4. Tight bounds for the number of repetitions in 2D Fibonacci array
As mentioned, Fibonacci words attain the theoretical bound on the maximum num-
ber of repetitions in strings. We have seen that 2D arrays do not exhibit an equally
non-trivial upper bound on the number of tandems. In this section, we introduce a
sequence of 2D \Fibonacci" arrays and show that a p  q Fibonacci array can con-
tain (pq logp log q) distinct quartics, which may be considered as a generalization
of the bound established by Crochemore [5] for the number of squares in Fibonacci
words. We show also that such an array contains (p2q log q) tandems of Type (a)
and (pq logp log q) tandems of Type (b).
The sequence F of (2D) Fibonacci arrays fmn (m; n = 0; 1; : : :), is dened as
follows.
(1) f00 = , f01 = , f10 = , f11 = , where ; ; ; and  are symbols from
an alphabet  = fa; b; c; dg. Some, but not all, among ; ; ; and  might be
identical.
(2) For k>0 and m; n>1,




As is easy to check, the above expressions subtend also, in particular, the following
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We also note that every row or column of a Fibonacci array is either a Fibonacci
word or a string consisting of the repetition of a same symbol. We adopt the convention
of generating a Fibonacci array from the lower-right corner. As a consequence of this,











gives a generator for F. Dierent sequences of Fibonacci arrays can be formed in this





Array fmn has columns of the form aa : : : a or bb : : : b, and rows that are Fibonacci
strings on the alphabet fb; ag, with f0 = b; f1 = a. If we denote a column aa : : : a by
A and a column bb : : : b by B, then fmn will expose a Fibonacci string on the alphabet
fB; Ag. It is not dicult to see that an element fmn can contain (jfmjjfnj log jfnj)
tandems and (jfmjjfnj) 22 quartics. Rotating this generator by 90o yields Fibonacci
arrays with similar properties, as is easy to check. In fact, both of these choices for
a generator reproduce in essence the structure of Fibonacci strings, and therefore we
will exclude them from further consideration.
In the rest of this section, we derive tight bounds for the number of quartics and
tandems in a general Fibonacci array. We start by listing a well known property (see,
e.g., [14]) of Fibonacci words. Recall that a rotation of x = uv is any string x0 = vu.
Lemma 6. Every non-empty substring u2 of a Fibonacci word is the rotation of a
Fibonacci word.
Theorem 1. A Fibonacci array fmn may contain (jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj) quartics.
Proof. The upper bound follows from Lemma 5. To obtain the lower bound, let us
consider a 2D Fibonacci array fmn under the assumption that its generator does not
contain two identical symbols in a same row or column. We number the rows and
columns of fmn from 0 to jfmj and from 0 to jfnj, respectively, starting from the
bottom-right corner.
Under our assumption on the generator, all rows of fmn are Fibonacci words in one




Let Q be an arbitrary quartic in fmn. Then, every row and column of Q is a (one
dimensional) repetition. Consider arbitrary row u2 of Q. From Lemma 6, we have that
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u is a rotation of some Fibonacci word, whence u is primitive and u2 is a square.
Analogously, all columns of Q are squares.
From [5], it follows that every row (respectively, column) of fmn contains
(jfnj log jfnj) (respectively, (jfmj log jfmj)) squares. Thus, there are
(jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj) distinct quartics in fmn.
We now turn to the number of tandems in Fibonacci arrays. For this, we rst list
few simple properties of Fibonacci words.
Lemma 7. Given a Fibonacci word fn: (a) fn cannot begin or end with two con-
secutive occurrences of a same symbol; and (b) fn cannot contain three consecutive
occurrences of a same symbol.
Proof. (a) Easy to check for n = 0; 1; 2, after which the claim trivially follows by
induction on n.
(b) Also by simple induction on n, using Part (a).
Lemma 8. Let fn be a Fibonacci word on fa; bg. Then; fn cannot contain a substring
of the form (ab)l or (ba)l with l > 2.
Proof. It suces to establish the claim for l = 3, and this is done by induction on n. It
is easy to check the initial values of n in the range 06n67. Assume now for a contra-
diction that for some n>7, fn+1 contains w = (ab)3 or w = (ba)3. Since fn+1 = fnfn−1,
and by inductive hypothesis, fn−1 and fn do not contain w, it must be the case that w
starts in fn and ends in fn−1. We also have that fn+1 = fnfn−1 = fn−1fn−2fn−2fn−3 =
fn−1fn−2fn−3fn−4fn−3. Since n>7, jfn−2j>5 and jfn−3j>5, whence w must start in
fn−2 and end in fn−3. But fn−2fn−3 = fn−1, and we obtain that w is included in fn−1,
a contradiction.
Lemma 9. A Fibonacci word fn; n>0 cannot contain any string of the form w = ul
for l>4.
Proof. Assuming that there is a substring w = u4 = (u2)2, Lemma 6 implies that u2
is a rotation of a Fibonacci word fi for some i>1, whence u2 should be primitive, a
contradiction.
Let w be a string on the alphabet fa; bg. String w0 is the complement of w if w0 is
obtained from w by replacing a’s with b’s and b’s with a’s.
Lemma 10. Let fn be a Fibonacci word on the alphabet fa; bg; produced from f0 =
b; f1 = a. Then fn cannot contain a substring uv such that v is the complement of u
and juj = jvj> 4.
Proof. First, observe that for n>4 every fn can be parsed into a concatenation of
f2 = ab and f3 = aba. Therefore, fn cannot contain two consecutive occurrences of
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the letter b. This implies that neither u or v can contain aa or bb. But then u and v
may only be periodic strings with period ab or ba. With the help of Lemma 8, it is
not dicult to see then that the only acceptable specications for u are u = a or u = b
or u = ba or u = baba.
Now we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 2. A Fibonacci array fmn may contain (jfmj2jfnj log jfnj) tandems of Type
(a); and (jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj) tandems of Type (b).
Proof. We assume throughout that the generator of fmn does not contain two identical
symbols in a same row or column.
Consider the tandems of Type (a). The upper bound follows from Lemma 3, thus we
concentrate on the lower bound. Clearly, every quartic exposes four tandems of Type
(a), whence by Theorem 1 there are 
(jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj) such tandems. We will
show that fmn contains an additional 
((jfmj − log jfmj)jfmjjfnj log jfnj)) tandems, so
that our array reaches the bound of Lemma 4.
Let us concentrate rst on the columns of fmn. The generic such column will be a
Fibonacci word fm on the alphabet, say, fa; bg.
Let fm contain a repetition w = uk ; k>2, where u is the (shortest) period of w. Then
from Lemma 6 it follows that u is a rotation of a Fibonacci word fi for some i>1.
From Lemma 7(b) we obtain that i = 1 implies k = 2, i.e., fm can contain repetitions
of the form aa (if the Fibonacci recurrence started with f0 = b) or bb (if it was set
f0 = a).
If i > 1, then we have from Lemma 9 that k63, i.e., the non-primitive strings
contained in fm may be only squares w = f2i and/or cubes w
0 = f3j for some i; j>1.
We know from [5] that the number of squares in fm is (jfmj log jfmj). Clearly,
the number of cubes is O(jfmj log jfmj), since every cube yields two distinct squares.
Then, the number of all non-primitive substrings of fm is (jfmj log jfmj), and thus the
number of the primitive ones is (jfmj2−jfmj log jfmj), which is (jfmj2). Considering
that an arbitrary row of fmn contains (jfnj log jfnj) squares, we obtain that the overall
number of the tandems of this type is (jfmj2jfnj log jfnj). This means, in particular,
that ((jfmj − log jfmj)jfmjjfnj log jfnj)) tandems of Type (a) are not part of a quartic.
We now consider the tandems of Type (b). Clearly, every quartic exposes two
distinct tandems, so we get a lower bound 
(jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj). We will show
that this bound is tight.
Let us rst consider the case where the rows of the generator originate from non-
coincident sets, i.e., f; g 6= f; g. This implies the same property on the columns
of the generator, since we assumed that the generator does not contain two identical
letters in any its rows or columns. Then, we have that the rows (respectively, columns)







Let T be a tandem in fmn, with upper-left root starting at point (i0; j0), and lower-
right root starting at point (i00; j00). Setting aside the trivial case of a root consisting
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Fig. 2. Illustration to the proof of Theorem 2.
of exactly one symbol (there could be at most a linear number of such tandems), we
see that the rst rows of both roots must be a same string u which, moreover, occurs
in the context of a same Fibonacci string, say, f;n . Then, u will occur at position
(i0; j00), i.e., there is a repetition at position (i0; j0) of f;n . The same follows for the
rst column v of the root of T (see Fig. 2a).
From Lemma 6 we have that u is a rotation of a Fibonacci word f;k for some
k>1, i.e., uu is a square. Analogously, vv is a square in the fmn column. Then, from
the bounds on the number of squares in Fibonacci words we obtain the stated result.
Finally, we consider the case where f; g  f; g. The corresponding generator





Like in the previous case, we have that the rst rows of the roots of the tandem
T will be a same string u, but this time the string v of length jvj = juj occurring at
position (i0; j00) may be dierent from u (Fig. 2b). This is possible only if one of rows
i0 and i00 is a Fibonacci word generated from f0 = b and f1 = a, and the other is a
Fibonacci word from f0 = a, f1 = b. In this case, string u is the complement of v. For
deniteness, we assume henceforth that row i0 was generated from f0 = b, f1 = a.
From Lemma 10 we have that juj = jvj64. From Lemma 8 it follows that u and v
cannot be of the form aba (bab) and bab (aba), respectively. It is obvious also that
no one of u and v can contain the string aa: otherwise, the other (complementary)
string would contain bb, while we know that a Fibonacci word cannot contain aa and
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bb simultaneously. Then, the only possible cases left are u = a, u = b, u = ba, and
u = baba. It is easy to realize that the columns j0 and j00 in which u and v start,
correspond one to a Fibonacci word from f0 = b, f1 = a, and the other to a Fibonacci
word from f0 = a, f1 = b. Reasoning as earlier in connection with rows, we get that
the only possible heights for these tandems are 1, 2 and 4. Thus, there are not more
than O(jfmjjfnj) tandems of Type (b) which are not part of a quartic, and the bound
for the number of the tandems of this type is (jfmjjfnj log jfmj log jfnj).
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